The Brain
Station
Preschool
Class
Theme: Plants
Day: Monday
Color: Green
Letter: N
Shape: Square

Teachers: It is your responsibility to complete all activities with your
class each day. You are welcome to come up with your own activities
after these are completed. If you have any questions about the activities,
materials, etc. please just ask! We are here to help you! Thank you for all
your hard work! We appreciate you!

Circle
Time/Calendar
Storytime

Concepts Covered:
Calendar Concepts (Days, Months, Numbers), Weather,
Counting, Patterns, Shapes, Colors, Listening & Speaking
Seed to Plant
Introduce the letter by writing it on the board. Tell students “this is the
letter N. Can you say N? N makes the /n/ sound. Can you say /n/? Have
students say the letter and sound.
Now tell students “This week, instead of giving you a clue, I’m going to teach
you a new word that starts with the letter N. Close your eyes and imagine that

Letter Intro/Review

you're outside. What can you see, hear, smell, and touch? Can you see the hills
and trees? Can you hear the birds and wind blowing? Can you smell the flowers
blooming near you? Can you touch the soft grass on your feet or feel the air
against your face? Everything you just saw in your mind is called nature. Nature
begins with the /n/ sound.”

Listen to the following on your ABCs and 123s CD:
● The Letter N Song
● The Letter Sounds Song
Complete the coloring page.
Review flashcards (1-10)

Math

Pasta Sorting
Provide students with a tub of colored pasta (three colors). They will
sort it by color

Sunflower Paper Plate
Students will paint a paper plate yellow. Then they will cut
notches out of the edge of the plate. Last, they will glue
sunflower seeds to the center.

Art

Morning:
Musical Hugs Game
Play music and encourage students to dance. After a few minutes,
stop the music. Tell everyone to find
someone to hug. Start the music and everyone needs to dance
again. After a few minutes, stop the music again and everyone
must find a different friend to hug.

Music/Movement
Afternoon:
Rhythm Sticks
Have everyone sit in a circle. Give each student 2 sticks. Play the
Rhythm Sticks CD and have students listen and follow directions.
Do this along with students to demonstrate and encourage
everyone to participate.
●

Fine Motor
Science/Social
Studies/Sensory
Coloring

●

Name Tracing - Write student’s name with a yellow marker or
highlighter and have them trace over the top.
Lacing Cards

Sensory Table

Use a green crayon to color the plant.
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The Brain Station Twos
Color: Green

Shape: Square

Plants - Tuesday
Teachers: It is your responsibility to complete all activities
with your class each day. You are welcome to come up with
your own activities after these are completed. If you have
any questions about the activities, materials, etc. please
just ask! We are here to help you! Thank you for all your
hard work! We appreciate you!

Circle
Time/Calendar
Storytime
Shape Study
Science, Social
Studies, Sensory
Art

Circle time for two-year-olds should only last about 7 to 10 minutes. Sing
circle time songs, count number of students here today, review shapes
and colors. I like to end circle time by turning on music and allowing
students to dance with scarves for a few minutes to shake their sillies out
after they have been sitting.
Lola Plants a Garden
Shape of the Week Coloring Page

Sensory Table

Gift Bow Flowers
Materials: Paint, Gift Bows, Paper
1. Dip a gift bow in paint and use it to stamp 3 or 4 “flowers” on a
sheet of paper.
2. Add a green stem to each flower.

Your Baby Can
Read

Sign Language

Sliding Word Cards
1. Hold the card up for your students so they can see the word.
2. Move your finger under the word from left to right as you say it aloud.
3. If the word is a body part or action, demonstrate its meaning physically.
4. Point to the word again as you say it.
5. Slide the card open to reveal the meaning of the word as you repeat the
word aloud again.
Lift-a-flap Books
Read the Lift-a-Flap books to your child every day.
1. Fold the book over to reveal only one page at a time.
2. Move your finger under the word from left to right as you say it aloud.
3. When convenient, demonstrate the meaning of the word by using
objects, actions, and words.
4. Quickly point to the word again as you say it.
5. Have students take turns lifting the flaps on their own to reveal the
pictures and sentences to make the process more fun and interactive.
Signing: To sign ball, put the fingertips from each hand together with your
palms separated but facing each other. You will look like you have a
grapefruit sized ball in your hands. Now move your hands apart and
together, so your fingertips separate and then touch again.
Usage: Ball is a great sign to learn for infants that have a favorite
toy ball to play with. Every time you introduce the ball into play, say the
word ball and do the sign. During play, keep finding ways to say ball and
do the sign. “Roll the ball to mommy” Or “Sarah, do you want the ball?”

Morning:
Dance with Scarves

Music & Movement

Coloring

Afternoon:
Musical Instruments
Provide instruments and let students play along with music or
create a “song” of their own!
Use a green crayon to color the peas.

The Brain Station Ones
All About Plants - Tuesday
Book: Planting a Rainbow
Teachers: It is your responsibility to complete all activities
with your class each day. You are welcome to come up with
your own activities after these are completed. If you have
any questions about the activities, materials, etc. please
just ask! We are here to help you! Thank you for all your
hard work! We appreciate you!

Storytime

Read the story of the week. Why read the same story each day?
Toddlers love repetition because that's the way they learn best.
Hearing something many times helps them remember
information for increasing periods of time. Young toddlers (12 to
18 months) particularly need repetition to learn and remember
new information.

Sensory Bin

This week’s sensory bin will be filled with silk flower petals. Try
hiding objects under the flowers and see if students can find them,
or just let students play in the petals.
Flower Handprint Art
Make students’ handprints 4 times in a circle with purple paint. Add
a green stem, leaves, and a yellow center.

Art

Your Baby Can
Read

Sign Language

Music & Movement

Coloring

Sliding Word Cards
1. Hold the card up for your students so they can see the word.
2. Move your finger under the word from left to right as you say it aloud.
3. If the word is a body part or action, demonstrate its meaning physically.
4. Point to the word again as you say it.
5. Slide the card open to reveal the meaning of the word as you repeat the
word aloud again.
Lift-a-flap Books
Read the Lift-a-Flap books to your child every day.
1. Fold the book over to reveal only one page at a time.
2. Move your finger under the word from left to right as you say it aloud.
3. When convenient, demonstrate the meaning of the word by using
objects, actions, and words.
4. Quickly point to the word again as you say it.
5. Have students take turns lifting the flaps on their own to reveal the
pictures and sentences to make the process more fun and interactive.
Signing: To sign ball, put the fingertips from each hand together with your
palms separated but facing each other. You will look like you have a
grapefruit sized ball in your hands. Now move your hands apart and
together, so your fingertips separate and then touch again.
Usage: Ball is a great sign to learn for infants that have a favorite
toy ball to play with. Every time you introduce the ball into play, say the
word ball and do the sign. During play, keep finding ways to say ball and
do the sign. “Roll the ball to mommy” Or “Sarah, do you want the ball?”

Morning:
Movement Songs
Sing movement songs like
● If you’re Happy and You Know It
● Head Shoulders Knees and Toes
● Pat-a-Cake
● Row Row Row Your Boat
● I’m a Little Teapot
● Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
● The Wheels on the Bus
Afternoon:
Dancing with Scarves
Give each student a scarf. Play music and encourage students to dance
along, waving their scarf with the music.

Use a green crayon to color the peas.

